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The value of urban stormwater in cooling our cities
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PENRITH - the hottest place on the planet 
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Fig. 5. 2-m mean nighttime air temperature profiles during the six days of the heat wave for the west-to-east cross section identified on the map of tempera-
tures presented for the REF simulation, estimated across three hourly terms - 2, 3 and 4 UTC. The profile for the baseline simulation (REF) shows a heat island
intensity of around 5◦C.

3.1.3. Thermal comfort
To analyze the respective impacts of the greening scenarios in terms of outdoor thermal comfort or stress experienced during

the heat wave via the UTCI, we first computed the UTCI for every hour of the six days of the 2003 heat wave (see Section 2.3).
The UTCI values obtained were then sorted in the five heat stress classes described earlier (Table 3) to finally compute the mean
time spent daily in each heat stress class (over the 6:00 to 22:00 time slot) for a person outside in the sun or in the shade.

Considering looking for shelter in the shade a fairly natural reflex in heat wave conditions, we focused the analysis of our
greening scenarios on the daily impacts that they would have on the time spent at least in very strong heat stress (referred to
as VSHS and corresponding to UTCI> 38◦C) by a person in the shade, across the entire simulation domain and across the three
main types of urban fabric. These results are presented in Table 4.

As expected from previous impacts on street level temperatures, non-watered green roofs (GR) do not improve outdoor
thermal comfort. Nevertheless, without modifying the total time spent in thermal heat stress, their watering (IGR) allows for
the time spent at least in VSHS to be marginally decreased (by 15 min on average across the whole city). Note that watered
green roofs appear more effective to improve street level thermal comfort in the dense collective housing fabric than in any
other urban fabrics (22 min less spent at least in VSHS compared to 11 and 9 min less respectively in the Haussmannian and
individual housing fabrics). This is explained by the high roof greening rate (Fig. 1) and the rather small street aspect ratios in
this urban fabric (see Appendix A).

On the contrary, increasing ground vegetation in the city improves outdoor thermal comfort, by both increasing the time
spent in thermal comfort and by reducing that spent in the various heat stress levels, with the most marked effect on VSHS. And

Table 4
Mean time (in hours and minutes) spent daily during the 2003 heatwave at least in very strong heat stress (UTCI > 38 ◦C) for a person in the shade before
greening (REF) and time reduction simulated for each greening scenarios. Means are calculated over daytime hours (06:00–22:00 LST), integrated across the
entire urban zone and across the three main housing types and weighted by population density (estimated from national and public databases by Bonhomme,
2013).

Scenario Town Haussmannian buildings Dense collective housing Individual housing

Mean time spent at least in very strong heat stress
REF 5:37 5:15 6:34 4:55

Impact of scenario
GR – −0 : 01 +0 : 02 –
IGR −0:15 −0:11 −0:22 −0:09
LV25 −0:20 −0:18 −0:26 −0:15
LV50 −0:39 −0:39 −0:49 −0:30
LV75 −0:55 −0:43 −1:10 −0:45
LHV25 −0:15 −0:21 −0:19 −0:10
LHV50 −0:37 −0:37 −0:49 −0:28
LHV75 −0:56 −0:51 −1:12 −0:43
LHV75-IGR −1:04 −0:53 −1:24 −0:50

The urban heat island effect

5 degrees higher

City temperatures



Human thermal comfort 
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A B S T R A C T
The emergence of integrated urban water management (IUWM), provides a unique oppor-

tunity for passive evaporative cooling of urban environments. This study investigates the

potential of purposefully managed irrigation for cooling benefits in a suburb of Adelaide,

Australia, where IUWM is widely adopted. SURFEX was used to simulate heatwave condi-

tions across a suburban environment. Results from two simulation periods are presented:

model validation period and a heatwave case study. Model validation suggests SURFEX can

broadly capture the average intra-suburban diurnal air temperature variability, but not the

average maxima and minima. A range of idealised irrigation scenarios were tested with dif-

ferent rates and timing of watering implemented. Clear evidence was found that irrigation

reduces air temperature in urban environments. The diurnal average air temperature was

reduced by up to 2.3 ◦C. The cooling benefit of increasing irrigation was non-linear, with

negligible additional cooling predicted above 20 L m−2 d−1. The magnitude of cooling was

proportional to the pervious (irrigated) fraction, meaning less cooling occurred in areas with

greater urban development. Although irrigation increased humidity, it still improved outdoor

human thermal comfort during heatwave conditions. IUWM approaches can provide an addi-

tional fit-for-purpose water supply to the urban environment, which should be utilised for

cooling benefits.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The warmer climates observed in cities increase the risk to urban dwellers of heat stress and heat related illness. In Australia,

where extreme weather and prolonged drought are common, heat exposure in urban areas can be exacerbated. The combina-

tion of increasing urban development, excessive urban heating, and lower water availability, alongside the impacts of future

climate change could have damaging implications for the health and well-being of urban dwellers. Water management in cities

plays an important role in determining urban climates (Coutts et al., 2012; Gober et al., 2010), but minimal work has directly

acknowledged these interconnected issues. Integrated urban water management (IUWM), which aims to manage the entire

* Corresponding author at: Arizona State University, School of Geographical Sciences and Urban Planning, Tempe, AZ, USA.

E-mail address: ashley.broadbent@asu.edu (A.M. Broadbent).
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COOLING THE  

CITY STRATEGY 

August 2015

penrithcity.nsw.gov.au

Urban stormwater should be one of the answers 

to cooling the city 



Yet we still seem to design systems to flush it down the drain  

... albeit a little cleaner



With increasing housing density  

we are generating more stormwater than older suburbs



By 2036 development within the South Creek Valley  

will generate streamflows greater than the Desal plant
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Use it or lose it  
The value of urban stormwater in cooling our cities

2018 SIA National conference - Martin O’Dea

Use it or lose it.  



 
How can 
stormwater 
help? 



The evidence base - shade trees  



4

Stately trees shade a residential street in New York City

New 
York 
City  

https://www.milliontreesnyc.org/html/urban_forest/urban_forest_benefits.shtml

Climate change benefits - Co2 capture $24.9M  

Increased property values  $52M

Stormwater interception  5772litres/tree/PA - $35M

Energy savings through local cooling $27M

Air quality improvements   $10M / PA 

Improved health and wellbeing $100M or $172/tree net benefit



Pavement temperature reductions of up to 35 degrees 

MELBOURNE  
January  2017

TABLE 23. MCMINN STREET – KNUCKEY STREET CROSSING THERMAL VIDEOS 

TABLE 24. SUPREME COURT AND ESPLANADE THERMAL VIDEOS 

The heat absorbed, released, entrapped, generated within the
boundaries of the urban landscape is related to diverse factors, some
competing, others mutual-empowering, some environmental, others 
anthropogenic. In this extremely complex energy scenario, the
temperatures reached by the surfaces act as a spy of the contribution
given by urban materials and Sun exposure. 
Thus, the thermal images captured during the aerial survey detected the
“visible side” of the UHI. 
Some conclusions can be drown according to the information retrieved 
by analysing the post-processed thermal shots and privileging the least 
oblique views: 

The minimum average surface temperature of the streets is
55,4°C recorded at the crossing between Esplanade and
Bennett Street. The maximum is 63,2°C (Cavenagh Street –
Daly street crossing). 
The minimum average surface temperature of the parking lots is
44,9°C recorded in front of Darwin Supreme Court. The
maximum is 65,7°C (Darwin GPO Postshop carpark). 
The minimum average surface temperature of shadowed street 
portions is 34,7°C recorded in front of Darwin Supreme Court.
The maximum is 54,6°C (Darwin GPO Postshop carpark). 
The minimum average surface temperature of the trees is
27,6°C recorded in front of Darwin Supreme Court. The
maximum is 38,5°C (Darwin City Council). 
The minimum average surface temperature of the greenery is
32,3C recorded in McMinn Street (near the crossing with
Knuckey Street). The maximum is 46,1°C (Darwin Supreme
Court).
The minimum average surface temperature of the roofs is
48,0°C recorded at the crossing between Esplanade and Peel
Street. The maximum is 66,0°C (McMinn Street – Daly Street 
crossing).
The minimum average surface temperature of the pavements is
49,2°C recorded at the crossing between Esplanade and Peel
Street. The maximum is 56,4°C (Darwin City Council). 

Page 23 of 158
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The evidence base - ground moisture

Rosehill Racecourse  - Parramatta



44-5326-31 32-37 35-40

8th February 2013

Irrigated lawn Asphalt pavement

Bare groundUnirrigated lawn 



There is no real incentive to do so 

Cost of implementing 

Reluctance to take on maintenance of the system

Low cost of water

Legislation and regulations

Ownership of water all play a part

Barriers to stormwater reuse and irrigation 



 
Two Big 
Ideas



Water sensitive  cities



Liveability and the 

Water Sensitive City

Science-Policy Partnership for Water Sensitive Cities

Phillip Johnstone, Rachelle Adamowicz, Fjalar J. de Haan, Briony Ferguson and Tony Wong

Monash University Water for Liveability &  

Victorian Government Department of Sustainability and Environment

Focus on Liveability

Cooperative Research Centre 
for Water Sensitive Cities



Sponge cities



Chinese Landscape Architect  Kongjian Yu

Retain •  Adapt  •  slow down  •  re-use 



 
  
stormwater 
re-use 
examples



Domestic  rainwater tanks

1  

2  

3  

4  

1. Rainwater tank collection

2. + Garden irrigation - shade tree growth

3. + Householed re-use - potable water 
reduction

4. - Geometric limitations on amount of 
roof that can be harvested

5. - Size limitations of domestice tanks

6. - Lack of understanding on operation 



Passive street tree irrigation 

1. Stormwater captured 
by streets

2. Watering via side entry 
pit 

3. Tree pit in permeable 
paving

4. Geotextile layer

5. City Green “stratavault” 
structural soil system

6. Sandy loam topsoil 
with high air filled 
porosity

7. Subsoil drainage

8. Street high flow 
drainage

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

makes use of otherwise lost street catchment  



Passive street tree irrigation 

1  

2  

1. Tree watering side entry pit - 
for each tree

2. High flow regular stormwater 
side entry pit pit every 10 
trees, or as required

2  



Keeping water there for the long haul

Wet sump raingardens



Green and functional

longer detention of water



The Coal Loader platform

Sustainability at its core



1. Stormwater captured off building 
roof, footpaths, lawns and gardens

2. Flows use old coal loader chutes

3. Some act as raingardens

4. Flows diverted to storage tunnel 
into 25 domestic scale 5,000 litre 
tanks. [250,000litre total]

5. UV filtration and booster pump 
pressurises water for irrigation.

6. Water returned for irrigation 
Community garden. 

7. Water returned for irrigation in 
lawns and gardens

8. Excess irrigation water returned to 
storage tanks

1  

2  

3  

4  5  

6  

7  

8 



Riparian sponges - The Ponds

Mimicking natural systems



A highly desirable liveable community 

1. Stormwater captured off residential 
catchment - Flows out 2x 1700mm diameter 
pipes.

2. Pool riffle system graded at 1:100 with stone 
drop structures.

3. Riparian vegetation.

4. 3Ha lake provides storage and captures water  
to replace evaporateive losses.

5. Non irrigated native woodlands.

6. Parkland lawns irrigated with Recycled water 
from Rouse Hill.

7. Sand filter for direct treatment of runoff into 
lake.

8. Natural wetland system and habitat.

9. Economic uplift to residential values.

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8 

9



Peel Reserve - The Ponds

Recovering every drop



1. Stormwater captured off oval, 
footpaths building roof and 
carpark.

2. Overland flows captured by kerb 
and gutter around oval.

3. Flows diverted to 500,000 litre 
underground tank.

4. UV filtration and booster pump 
pressurises water for irrigation.

5. Water returned for irrigation.

6. Excess seepage collected through 
sub soil drainage network and 
returned to tank.

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6 



The WaterSmart Cities program will explore 
opportunities for adopting integrated water 
cycle solutions and a more cohesive approach 
to planning and managing water services in new 
developments. The program aims to improve 
the coordination of water and land use planning, 
contributing to a more liveable and resilient 
Greater Sydney region into the future. 

The program will be delivered as a partnership 
between the Department of Planning and 

Environment, Sydney Water, the Greater Sydney 
Commission and Metro Water. It will develop 
integrated water plans and strategies for two 
pilot growth areas and the tools needed to plan 
and provide infrastructure to other growth areas 
across Greater Sydney. The program will be 
underpinned by a comprehensive community and 
stakeholder engagement strategy. 

 

Integrated water cycle planning can cost effectively utilise locally available water sources such as harvesting 
stormwater to ensure active use of sport fields even deep in a drought.

page 46

Blacktown International Sports Park

Capturing high flows



Blacktown Stormwater Harvesting and Reuse scheme – Final Report Page 7 
 

2.3.  How the Scheme Works 

2.3.1.  Off-take Point 
As part of the Scheme Blacktown City Council carried out bank stabilization in the creek (photo 1) 
and built a large rock lined dam on the eastern bank of Angus Creek between the M7 overpass and 
the western railway line to Penrith. This dam is capable of storing 1 ML of stormwater.  

  
Photo 1: Angus Creek     Photo 2: The Offtake dam (half capacity) 

The flow of stormwater in the creek is diverted into the offtake dam via a flow control structure and 
a tilting weir system.  

The flow control structure, which is concrete structure that is built across the creek, allows Council 
to calculate the stormwater flows by measuring the height of the water as is passes through a notch 
in the concrete structure. The tilting weir has pollution deflector veins (similar to a Baramy Gross 
Pollution Trap) that prevent floating pollutants from entering the pool. Behind the deflector is a steal 
tilting weir that can be adjusted to allow flows above 10 litres per second into the pool. This ensures 
that Council will only be harvesting stormwater during rainfall events and that environmental flows 
are not taken. The weir can also be used to prevent any flows into the offtake pool in case there is 
chemical spill or similar in the catchment. Council has also installed a flow monitor in the creek that 
will turn the Offtake Pool pumps on when flow in the creek is measured above 10 litres per second. 
This is a secondary measure to ensure there is ample flow in the creek when harvesting is to occur.   

  
Photo 3: The flow control structure Photo 4: The tilting weir with pollution 

deflector  

The way in which water enters the offtake pool is shown in Figure 2 below. 

1. High flows diverted off 665 Ha Angus Creek 
catchment with simple wier.

2. Off take dam.

3. Pumping station.

4. 8ML harvest storage ponds with floating wetlands.

5. Treatment wetlands.

6. Chlorine diosing , UV filtration and booster pump 
pressurises water for irrigation.

7. +Fields irrigated with water.

1  2  

3  

4  

5  

200ML per year  75% of park irrigation needs

$325,000  cost saving per annum

6 

7 



Cintra Parklands - Five Dock

Recovering leaking pipe flows



1. High quality low flows diverted off 172 Ha highly 
urbanised catchment through simple trash rack / 
intake drop structure in concrete lined canal.

2. Glass filter, sand filter and UV treatment.

3. 4.5ML storage tanks.

4. Booster pump pressurises water for irrigation.

5. +15 playing fields irrigated with sub surface 
irrigation.

6. +Two golf courses irrigated.

1  

2  

3  

4  

250ML per year  from 116ML PA projection 

75-84% reduction in potable water 

6  

5  

6  

http://www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au/green-infrastructure-projects.html#acctab1

5  



Recycled water projects across Sydney
Recycled water projects can help protect river health and provide water for industrial and 
commercial use, for non-drinking uses in houses and to green parks, gardens and buildings. 
Across Greater Sydney these include:

• St Marys Advanced Water Treatment Plant, which provides highly treated recycled water to 
the Hawkesbury-Nepean River at Penrith to help protect the health of the river

• Wollongong Recycled Water Plant, supplying water for industrial use and to water  
sporting fields

• Australia’s largest dual-pipe residential recycling scheme at Rouse Hill, which supplies 
recycled water to homes for toilet flushing and watering gardens 

• the Rosehill-Camellia Recycling Scheme, supplying recycled water to major industrial and 
commercial users 

• around 70 local scale stormwater reuse projects in the Greater Sydney area, helping reduce 
demand on our water supplies by providing water for parks, gardens, golf courses and 
sporting fields.

Details of recycled water projects in Greater Sydney can be found at:

https://www.metrowater.nsw.gov.au/recycling/map5

Sydney Park stormwater harvesting, providing unrestricted irrigation of playing fields, passive recreation areas and 
forested areas in a high-density inner city area.

2017 Metropolitan Water Plan  |  page 15

Sydney Park wetlands

Stormwater for industrial use



1. Urban stormwater flows off highly urban catchment 
through Munni channel below the level of the lakes

2. Channel collection / offtake point

3. Water pumped at up to 1000litres per sec up to ponds

4. Gross pollutant trap and into upper pond 

5. Low flow and park collection / bioretention system

6. Barwon Road collection 

7. Cascades / aeration

8. Wetland treatment ponds / wetlands

9. Water reticulated through Sculptural artworks 

10.  Offtake for commercial re-use and parkland irrigation

11. Reticulation back to top pond.

1  
4  

850ML per year 

5  

9

7
6  

8  

11

10

3  

2  



Warrnambool Victoria 

Roof to tap  -  rain water for drinking



12ML per year - 84 houses

125ML per year - 850 houses

1. Small buffer tank to throttle larger 
rainfall events

2. Clean roof water piped 
uncontaminated to storage dam 
in small diameter pipes

3. Passes through trash rack

4. Chlorine dosing 

5. Delivered back to the house for 
drinking water 

6. +Smaller stormwater network 
pipes

7. +Separates contaminants at the 
source

8. +Less flooding / reduces 
stormwater management costs

9. +Local collection and use means 
less transportation / pipe costs 

1  

4  

6  

3  
2  

7

8  

5  



 
Conclusions / 
What can you 
do?



Ask yourself - what can we do with this water?

Legislative targets  • incentives for re-use

Make liveability the core driver of your water projects



Think of streets as water supply catchments for trees

Excess flows go to  type 2 raingardens



Think of rooftops as water supply catchments for drinking



Locally treated sewerage flows go to irrigate parklands



With irrigated sports fields  



With cool green parklands  

Riparian corridors mimmick natural systems 

as a pool / riffle chain of ponds 



Use it or lose it  
The value of urban stormwater in cooling our cities

and are corridors for people  

and fauna



Lakes and wetlands to slow down water



For a cool and green livable city



Martin O’Dea
Associate Director

CLOUSTON Associates
65-69 Kent Street, Millers Point, NSW
8272 4999

Thank you • Questions


